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Join hands then brothers of the faith, 
Whate'er your race may be; 
Who serves my Father as a son. 
Is surely kin to me» 
PREFACE 
This  s tudy would have been impossible  without  the help which 
has  been received from a  number of  sources .  In  the f i rs t  place,  560 
persons have taken valuable  t ime to  f i l l  in  a  quest ionnaire .  These 
persons for  var ious reasons must  remain anonymous.  I t  i s  even im­
possible  for  the author  to  thank each one individual ly ,  but  he wishes 
to  pay t r ibute  to  a l l  of  those who,  because of  their  interest  in  the fu­
ture  program of  the church,  responded to  his  request  for  information 
necessary for  this  s tudy.  
I  wish to  express  my thanks to  the f i f ty—six minis ters  who re­
sponded to  my request  for  names and addresses  of  their  members .  
For  some i t  was merely sending a  Yearbook,  for  others  i t  meant  
crowding into an already too-ful l  program another  ra ther  unpleasant  
chore.  I t  i s  the hope of  the author  that  mater ia l  contained in  this  re­
port ,  a long with addi t ional  reports  that  wil l  be  made using mater ia l  
gathered,  wil l  be  of  great  value to  them in their  planning the program 
of the church in  the future .  
My thanks to  Dr.  I .  V.  Funderburgh,  Execut ive Secretary for  
the Church of  the  Brethren on the Pacif ic  Coast ,  whose cooperat ion 
and counsel  meant  much to  the f inal  success  of  the project .  I t  i s  the 
hope of  the author  that  some of  the  mater ia l  contained in  this  report  
wil l  be  of  ass is tance to  him as  he helps  guide the church.  
I  am especial ly  indebted to  my wife  for  her  encouragement ,  
suggest ions and assis tance with the necessary but  ra ther  uninterest-
Iv 
ing labor that is essential to such a study. 
Last, but by no means least, to Harold S. Jacoby, David K. 
Bruner, W. Edgar Gregory and Richard A. Myers, my thanks for the 
many valuable suggestions that were made from time to time. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
I .  PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
ThLs s tudy is  a  par t ia l  report  of  a  research project  that  is  be­
ing sponsored by the author  and the Execut ive Secretary of  the Church 
of  the Brethren in  the Pacif ic  Coast  Region,  which wil l  s tudy the so­
cial  organizat ion and the a t t i tudes of  the  Church of  the Brethren on 
the Pacif ic  Coast ,  The larger  general  s tudy wil l  provide information 
valuable  for  those responsible  for  church adminis t ra t ion and exten­
sion,  minis ter ia l  recrui tment ,  t ra ining and placement ,  and wil l  pro­
vide basic  s ta t is t ical  data  concerning character is t ics  of  the  church 
membership that  wil l  be  helpful  for  any fur ther  s tudies .  The discov­
ery of  cer ta in  at t i tudes among the membership and factors  inf luencing 
such at t i tudes wil l  be a  valuable  asset  to  those who are  responsible  
for  Chris t ian educat ion in  the church.  
I I .  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The hypothesis  of  th is  s tudy is  that  there  is  a  relat ionship be­
tween race at t i tudes and "denominocentr ism,  "  and with cer ta in  so­
cial  categories ,  e .g . ,  age,  social  c lass ,  income,  educat ion,  e tc . ,  
in  the Church of  the Brethren in  the Pacif ic  Coast  Region.  If  a  re­
lat ionship can be ident i f ied and analyzed,  the resul ts  wil l  be  of  value 
as  tools  in  helping to  understand,  predict ,  and change human 
2 
behavior.  I t  might be further suggested that  if  there is  a  strong re­
lationship between att i tudes and certain social  categories in the church,  
at t i tudes of the Brethren on these issues,  and perhaps on many more,  
are,  to a  large extent,  conditioned by, if  not  the direct  outgrowth of,  
certain socio-economic factors.  
III .  PREVIOUS STUDIES IN THIS FIELD 
I 
A number of general  studies have been made of churches.  
Few, if  any,  sociological  studies have been made on the Brethren,  
In addit ion,  few of the former studies on any church or on churches 
in general  have been primarily concerned with a functional classifi­
cation into categories that  show the relationship of s tatus and the 
social  processes to church organization,  practices,  and att i tudes of 
church members.  This research is  an attempt to begin to do this 
for the Church of the Brethren.  
F.  H. Bushee,  "The Church in a  Small  City,  "  j^mervcan 
Journal of Sociology 49:223-232 (January 1944);  H. FaulDougl ,  
One Thousand City Churches (New York: Double day, Doran U 
Company, Mb); Walter R. Uoldschmidt, •'Ciass Denom nationan m 
in Rural  California Churches," American J"" r n a l .  ° f  ' " j  purees 
49:348-355 (January 1944);  H. Richard Niebuhr,  The b 
of Denominationalism (New York: Henry Holt  & C o mP aJ^\^ i v 4 / r ' s i t v  
Liston Pope, MlTO^ds and Preachers (New Haven: Yale University 
Press,  1942).  
IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
Social Category. The word "category" is used in preference 
to the word "group. " This term may be less meaningful to large 
numbers of people, but to the sociologists the word "group" has a 
special meaning that is often different from the popular usage. 
The word "category" is used to refer to a "class or division 
2 
formed for the purpose of a given discussion or classification. " 
A human category is a number of individuals each having some 
characteristic that is common to all, and which is so noticeable, 
that all who possess it are identified in our minds with the others wh 
possess it. Whether they have any contact with others similarly 
characterized is beside the question. The only point of significance 
here is that they resemble each other in some point that is sufficient 
3 
ly striking to attract attention. 
Social categories selected for examination in this study are 
social class, age, education, income, occupation, rural and urban, 
length of membership. 
Age Categories. The categories used for age groupings are 
those used by the census bureau. The intervals after thirty-five are 
combined into 10-year periods to save time and space. 
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 6th edition. 
Earle E. Eubank. The Concepts of Sociology (New York: 
D .  C .  H e a t h  &  C o . ,  1 9 3 2 ) ,  p .  i b Y .  
Rural-Urban Distr ibut ion.  For  this  s tudy,  rural  refers  to  a l l  
of  those church members  l is t ing the s ize  of  community in  which they 
l ive as  2,500 or  less ;  a l l  persons l is t ing the s ize  of  the community 
4 in  which they l ive as  being more than 2,  500 are  classif ied as  urban.  
Social  Class .  As used in  this  s tudy,  social  c lass  refers  to  a  
hierarchical  dis t r ibut ion of  populat ion according to  s ta tus  re la t ion­
ships  categorized by some cr i ter ion of  extr insic  valuat ion which have 
5  been discovered,  tes ted and ver i f ied by research s tudies .  Methods 
used to  categorize persons into social  c lasses  are  discussed in  the 
chapter  on methodology.  
Att i tudes.  Att i tudes are  hard to  def ine,  for  they have no exter­
nal  independent  exis tence.  The fact  that  they are  real  inf luences on 
social  behavior  i s  qui te  evident  to  everyone.  While  there  is  a  close 
relat ionship between at t i tudes and cer ta in  pat terns  of  act ions,  an a t ­
t i tude is  not  an act ion,  nor  vice versa .  An at t i tude is  ra ther  the in­
tegrat ion mediat ing between psychological  processes  and act ions.  
Bogardus has  def ined a t t i tudes as  "predisposi t ions toward act ion in  
a  cer ta in  direct ion which spr ing from the thoughts  and ideals  the 
4The author  is  qui te  aware that  this  def ini t ion is  not  adequate  
for  sociologis ts .  However ,  s ince some comparisons are  made with 
1940 census mater ia l ,  this  c lass i f icat ion was used.  The 1950 census 
makes a  much more dis t inct  and accurate  dis t inct ion between urban 
and rural .  When this  s tudy was made the 1950 census f igures  were 
unat ta inable .  
"*E.  T .  Hil ler ,  Social  Relat ions and Structures  (New York:  
Harper  & Brothers ,  1947)  pp.  608-f>l6. 
5  
, 6  
individual  entertains.1  Krech and Crutchfield define at t i tudes as  "en­
during organizat ions of motivat ional ,  emotional ,  perceptual ,  and cog­
nit ive processes with respect  to some aspect  of the individuals* 
7 
world."  For this  study,  the word "at t i tudes" wil l  refer  to a  "mind 
set"  or  a  readiness to respond in a  given way toward an object  or  
person.  
Race at t i tudes.  As used in this  s tudy^ race at t i tudes refer  to al l  
at t i tudes concerning any minori ty,  racial ,  ethnic or  nat ional  group.  
The author is  well  aware of the fact  that  this  is  by no means the scien­
t if ic  usage of the word "race,  "  but  rather  a  popular  usage.  Perhaps a  
more correct  term would be ethnic or  intergroup at t i tudes,  but  these 
terms are not  as  widely used or  understood as  the term "race at t i tudes.  "  
Race at t i tudes cover many areas;  an at tempt was made to cover 
as  many as possible in the at t i tude scale.  These areas include certain 
at t i tudes of an intel lectual  nature concerning abil i t ies  of  minori t ies ,  
social  distance and varied schemes that  have been proposed as  solu­
t ions to the "race problem. "  
Denominocentr ism. As used in this  s tudy,  the term 
^E. S. Bogardus, Contemporary Sociology,  (Los Angeles:  
Universi ty of Southern California i ' ress ,  1931^ p.  163.  
David Krech and Richard Crutchfield,  Theory and Problems 
Of Social  Psvchology>(New York:  McGraw Hil l ,  p .  
6 
8 denominocentr ism is  a  further  adaptat ion of the word "ethnocentr ism. "  
Perhaps the word "sect"  or  "sectarian" would be adequate to describe 
the at t i tudes that  are being studied in addit ion to those of  race.  The 
word "sect"  was f irs t  defined by Troeltsch as  a  "small ,  voluntary 
community,  aiming at  inward perfect ion and fel lowship of i ts  own rnern-
o 
bers  who have joined i t  by choice.  "  The sect  does not .  concern i tself  
with the reformation of society,  but  rather  "rejects  and avoids" so­
ciety.  I t  is  primari ly interested in the eschatology of the Bible,  I t  
is  ascet ic  in nature.  I t  emphasizes the priesthood of a l l  bel ievers,  
and cri t icizes the other  denominations for  apostasy from the original  
Christ ianity.  
While many of the characteris t ics  mentioned in Ernest  Troeltsch 's  
book are characteris t ic  of the Church of the Brethren,  especial ly of a  
generat ion ago,  and somewhat descript ive of the at t i tudes that  are be­
ing invest igated,  the modern lay use of the word "sect"  is  such that  i t  
might  cause misunderstanding.  There are three modern popular  us­
ages that  make i t  undesirable.  In the f i rs t  place,  i t  has been widely 
used by the lai ty to refer  to certain "radical  holiness" groups that  
have emerged in the last  f i f ty years.  In the second place,  i t  has a  
8W. G. Sumner,  Folkways,  (Boston:  Ginn and Company,  
1906),  pp.  12-15.  
9Ernst  Troeltsch,  The Social  Teaching of the Christ ian 
Churches,  t rans,  by Olive Wyon ^ew Vork:  The MacMtllan 
Company,  1931),  p .  331.  
p 
certain militancy about it that would not be fitting for Brethren. In 
the third place it has been used to refer to groups working among cer­
tain "depraved lower" socio-economic groups, As shown in the sec­
tion on social class and the Brethren or by a short look at the history 
of the Church of the Brethren, this never has been, and is not now, 
characteristic of the Brethren, 
, , 10 The term "ethnocentrism" as defined by George Murdock , 
probably comes closer to fitting the attitudes being studied. Accord­
ing to Murdock, ethnocentrism refers to three things: 
1. A view of things in which one's own group is the 
center of everything and all other activities and 
organizations are scaled and rated in reference to it, 
2. A feeling or sympathetic awareness and approval 
of one's fellows and their ways. 
m 
3. Per contra - a feeling of fear, suspicion and contempt 
toward outsiders and their ways. 
While this is quite descriptive of the attitudes that are being 
investigated, the term ethnocentrism is ambiguous because it in no 
way defines the group; it can refer to any attitude toward any group. 
Also, the term is limited in its usefulness because it has been used 
almost exclusively to refer to racial or ethnic group feeling. 
Since this is a study of attitudes of the Brethren toward their 
own denomination, the term "denominocentrism" will be used to re­
fer to denominational ethnocentrism, or the preferential attitudes 
10George Murdock, "Ethnocentrism. " Encyclopedia of the 
Social Sciences. 
that Brethren have for their own denomination: the degree to which 
Brethren place their particular denomination at the center of things 
along with an attitude of unique Tightness and exclusiveness of the 
denomination. 
CHAPTER II  
NATURE AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN 
IN THE PACIFIC COAST REGION 
I .  DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 
The Pacif ic  Coast  Region of  the  Church of  the Brethren,  one of  
f ive regions in  the United States ,  includes a l l  of  the churches of  the 
Brethren in Arizona,  Cal i fornia ,  Idaho,  Oregon,  Washington and 
Western Canada.  The Region is  subdivided into s ix  dis t r ic ts :  Southern 
Cal i fornia  and Arizona,  which includes the two churches in  the Phoenix,  
Arizona,  area,  and 14 churches in  Cal i fornia  south of  the Tehachapi  
Mountains;  Northern Cal i fornia ,  which includes 18 churches in  Cal i ­
fornia  north of  the  Tehachapi  Mountains;  Idaho,  which includes 12 
churches in  Idaho;  Oregon,  which includes 10 churches in  Oregon;  
Washington,  which includes 17 churches in  Washington;  and 4 churches 
in  Alberta ,  Canada.  *  
The Yearbook for  the Church of  the Brethren l is ts  the combined 
membership in  the Pacif ic  Coast  Region as  12,  433.  This  is  based up­
on l is ts  turned in  by the pastors ,  including those churches that  have 
Vor  fur ther  detai ls ,  see  Map,  Appendix B,  and Table  XXIV, 
Appendix C.  
^Yearbook,  Church of  the Brethren (Elgin:  Brethren Publ ishing 
Housej  1951) ,  pp.  23-26;  55-56;  73.  
1 0  
fai led to change their  l is ts  for  the past  twenty-five years.  Many of 
these l is ts  include persons who have died and many who have t rans­
ferred their  let ter  to other  congregations,  and in many instances,  to 
other  denominations.  Several  members '  names appeared on the l is ts  
of  more than one church.  A typical  remark from pastors  went some­
thing l ike this:  "The Yearbook l is ts  this  church as having 146 members 
for  the l i fe  of  me,  I  haven' t  been able to f ind more than 122 names."  
I t  is  impossible to determine just  how many members there are in 
the Church of the Brethren,  but  on the basis  of actual  l is ts  and re­
marks of pastors ,  there are probably about  11,  000 members in the 
Region.  This  includes the act ive,  inact ive,  and non-resident  members 
II .  CHARACTERISTICS OF MEMBERSHIP, 
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN, 
PACIFIC COAST REGION 
Age,  Sex and Mari tal  Status.  The age,  sex and mari tal  s tatus 
pyramid,  Figure 2,  shows a  larger  concentrat ion of women, 61.  3 per  
cent  to 38.  7 men,  than the age and sex pyramid Figure 1.  The largest  
concentrat ion of these appear in the 30-45 age group.  The absence of 
persons below ten years of age in the sample is  in keeping with the 
pract ice of the church in not  considering persons for  membership 
unti l  they have been baptised into the church,  sometime in the early 
3See Tables I ,  I I  and III  and Figures 1,  2,  3 and 4 for  further  
detai ls .  
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13 
teens. Two persons below ten years of age in the sample were in­
cluded in the next older category because of the smallness of the cate­
gory. No doubt the sample at this point is a bit biased, since among 
those answering the questionnaire, quite a number stated that they 
had been baptised into the church at an age earlier than ten. How 
large a per cent of the church membership is below ten years of age 
is impossible to tell. 
The larger number of single women as compared to men in the 
age brackets above thirty-five years of age is similar to that found in 
4 other studies of church membership. 
Rural-Urban. As shown in Figure 3, the rural Brethren con­
stitute a larger proportion of the sample than is represented in the 
total population of Brethren on the Pacific Coast. If the areas were 
broken down into states, the picture might be even more in contrast. 
An impression gathered while coding the questionnaire was that there 
were no more than twenty-five farmers in the district of Southern 
California. The percentage of farmers in the Idaho district was 
highest. 
Brethren have long been a rural people; it has been only within 
the last generation that there has been large migration to cities. It is 
also safe to say that this pattern of rural-urban distribution discover­
ed among the Brethren on the Pacific Coast is not characteristic of 
4 
Cf. ante, p. 2. 
1 4  
FIGURE 3 
COMPARISON OF RURAL AND URBAN POPULATION 
DISTRIBUTION IN TOTAL POPULATION 
OF PACIFIC COAST AREA AND OF 
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of Brethren in the United States. Judging from the location of 
churches in the different regions, the membership of the Pacific Coast 
Region is the most urban of all the regions of the brotherhood. 
Social Class. An attempt was made to place all members into 
social classes on the basis of occupation, education and income. 
Figure 4 indicates the relationship of numbers in the respective class­
es. This is somewhat in contrast to the class picture of the total 
population of Jonesville, as reported by Warner. There is no way of 
comparing the class diagram to the total membership of the Church 
of the Brethren in the Pacific Coast Region. The concentration in the 
m i d d l e  c l a s s  c a t e g o r y  a p p e a r s  t o  b e  u n d u l y  h i g h ,  p o s s i b l y  a s  t h e  r e ­
sult of faulty score classifications. It is doubtful if the social class 
status of Brethren is quite as high as indicated in the diagram. 
5W. Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker, Kenneth Eells, 
Social Class in America, (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 
1949), p. 70. 
FIGURE 4 16 
SIZE OF SOCIAL CLASSES IN CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN AND 
JONES VILLE 
I 
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III .  POLICIES OF THE CHURCH CONCERNING 
RACE RELATIONS 
The Church of the Brethren is  a  member of the National  Council  
of  Churches (formerly the Federal  Council  of  Churches) ,  which has 
periodical ly Issued statements on race relat ions.  The Council  has 
proclaimed,  "The pattern of segregation is  unnecessary and undesir­
able and a  violat ion of the gospel  of  love and human brotherhood 
We cal l  upon them to work for  a  non-segregated church in a  non-
segregated society.  
In 1950,  the Annual  Conference of the Church of the Brethren,  
af ter  a  lengthy debate,  adopted the fol lowing statement in regard to 
the problem of race:  
" . . . . .The Church of the Brethren believes in l iving 
according to the New Testament principles.  We there­
fore commit  ourselves unhesi tantly to the belief  that  
regardless of race or  ancestry,  al l  men deserve equal  
r ights ,  opportunit ies  and privi leges and should there­
fore bear responsibi l i t ies  according to their  individual  
capacit ies  "  ̂ 
The Conference recommended certain programs of act ion:  that  
al l  races should be welcomed in al l  congregations;  that  the church 
should extend mission work to people of other  races;  Brethren 
£ The Church and Race Relat ions,  (New York:  Department of 
Race Relat ions,  Federal  Council  of  Churches of Christ  in America,  
1946),  p.  5.  
"Statement of  the Church of the Brethren on the Race Problem," 
Adopted by Annual  Conference,  Church of the Brethren,  June 17,  1950,  
Sec.  3,  p.  5;  Sec.  4,  p.  7.  
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employers should hire without discrLminatLon; Brethren should co­
operate with "religious and suitable secular" organizations to combat 
race prejudice and engage in a program of education for better race 
, . 8 
relations. 
There have been some attempts made by the Brethren Service 
Commission to implement this statement. In a report to the Annual 
Conference of the Church of the Brethren, June 1951, they reported: 
. . Some achievement has been made Ln the field of 
race relations. For some time we have kept a gentle 
pressure on the Crownsville State Hospital to open up 
jobs for Negro attendants. This last fall for the first 
time, Negroes have been hired. The Brethren Service 
unit has assisted them in orientation to this new field 
of service and has taken up some of the shock of intro­
ducing Negroes to an employment situation in which 
white people have had a monopoly. This is a real 
achievement in a Jim Crow state. 
"A few Negro workers have participated in our volunteer 
service program and have rendered satisfactory service. 
In addition they have been helpful in their contacts with 
local churches, and district and regional organizations. 
A number of our summer service projects have worked 
in interracial situations. Two Mississippi educational 
institutions have been benefited by faculty members 
supplied by Brethren Service." ' 
IV. POLICIES OF THE CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN 
ON DENOMINOCENTRISM 
The Church of the Brethren has no official policy on attitudes of 
8Ibid. 
9 Report to Annual Conference by Brethren Service Commission, 
June 1951. Conference Booklet, p. 52. 
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denaminocentrism as such. However,  i t  has taken certain posit ions 
which are expressive of i t ,  and has made certain pronouncements con­
cerning several  of the subjects incorporated in the att i tude scale.  The 
church has officially recommended on a number of occasions that  the 
church should stress i ts  special  beliefs and practices.  The church 
has consistently held to the posit ion that  only persons who have been 
baptized by tr ine-immersion (immersion under the water three t imes 
in succession) should be accepted for membership.  Many churches,  
however,  have taken in persons as associate members who have been 
baptized by some other method. Several  of the churches,  mostly on 
the Pacific Coast ,  have taken persons into full  membership who had 
not been baptized by tr ine-immersion.  No person has taken t ime to 
discover just  how widely this is  practiced,  but on the basis of returns 
from questionnaires and examination of membership l ists ,  this writer 
is  of the opinion that  at  least  one-third of the churches of the Pacific 
Coast  Region accept transfer of membership from other churches 
which do not administer tr ine-immersion.  
The church has no official  policy concerning inter-church co­
operation.  However,  i t  has joined the National Council  of Churches 
and the World Council  of Churches,  and regional councils of churches 
in many areas.  This would indicate an unofficial  policy in favor of 
interdenominational cooperation.  
CHAPTER HI 
METHODOLOGY 
I .  THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
A quest ionnaire 1  designed to  gain information required for  
s tudy of  a t t i tudes of  the  members  was mailed to  every tenth member 
2 
of  the Church of  the Brethren in  the Pacif ic  Coast  Region.  
I t  has  of ten been said that  only the bet ter  educated and informed 
persons and those with the more "convent ional  ideas"  send back their  
quest ionnaires .  I t  wi l l  benot icedby an examinat ion of  the  tables  in  
the chapter  on f indings that  there  is  a  great  divers i ty  of  educat ional  
1See Appendix A.  
2There is  l i t t le  doubt  but  that  the mai l  quest ionnaire  is  not  the 
n ost  specif ic  tool  to  secure val id  information.  However ,  because of  
he  vastness  of  the area,  l imited resources  of  the  person doing the 
•esearch,  and the large number of  persons s tudied,  personal  inter-
r i ewing  was impossible .  
Several  reasons are  bel ieved to  just i fy  use of  the mai l  <ques-
ionnaire  in  this  s tudy.  In  the f i rs t  place,  i t  i s  
videly used methods of  social  research in  spi te  of  the object ions that  
he  experts  have raised.  
In the second place,  the weaknesses  of  which the mai l  quest ion-
i a i r e  h a v e  b e e n  a c c u s e d  h a v e  b e e n  k e p t  t o  a  m i n i m u m  b y  u s i n g  e v e r y  
mssible  method to  secure adequate  re turnsReminders  were " .n± 
o persons a t  least  once,  and twice to  over  75 per  cent  of  the  sample.  
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background, income, occupation and differences of opinion among 
those responding. There is no way to check completely how repre­
sentative the returns are of the many attributes unless it could be de-
term Lned just how widely scattered and in what proportions these at­
tributes are found in the total membership. 
Measurement of Attitudes. The most accurate way to detect 
and measure attitudes is to observe their expression through actions. 
The size and area of the group studied made this impossible. For 
this study the introspective level was used by gaining material with 
the use of the questionnaire. While there are some research direct­
ors who discount the validity of this method, it is generally well ac­
cepted among sociologists and social psychologists. 
If we want to know how people feel; what they experience 
and what they remember;, what their emotions and motives 
are like, and the reason for acting as they do -- why not 
ask them? This is the simple logic of the introspectionist 
position that commends itself to many. 
Attitude Scale. The method used for scaling of attitudes is the 
4 
"Likert Method, 11 which involves the following steps: (1) The col­
lection of a large number of statements of propositions referring 
either directly or indirectly to the object questioned; (2) a pretest of 
3G. W. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in 
Psychological Science^ (New York: Social Science kesearch 
Council, Number zW, 1942)* p. 37. 
. 4R. Likert, "A Technique for the Measurement of 
Attitudes." Archives of Psychology, Number 140, 19J2. 
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the s tatements by a  group of subjects  who indicate for  each statement 
their  react ion on a  five-point  scale - -  strongly agree,  agree,  undecid­
ed,  disagree,  or  strongly disagree;  (3)  the values of 1-5 are ascribed 
to the above categories;  (4)  examination of the amount of correlat ion 
between each i tem and the total  score;  (5)  al l  i tems are el iminated that  
5  fai l  to correlate to a  substantial  degree with the total  score.  
The Likert  method is  used in preference to the Thurstone-Chave 
6 
method for  this  study because i t  was fel t  best  to use a  method that  
would gather  a  maximum of information by the use of a  minimum of 
space and number of i tems.  The Likert  method gives a  f ive-place judg­
ment on each,  i tem, rather  than the mere acceptance or  reject ion of 
7  . . .  
each i tem, as  does the Thurston-Chave method.  In addit ion,  s ince 
i t  was fel t  desirable to test  and retest  the quest ionnaire to insure 
maximum clari ty,  to have to submit  the scale to a  set  of judges each 
t ime would be an impossible task.  By the use of the Likert  method,  
select ions could be made of i tems that  showed a  high correlat ion to 
the total  score.  The results  of  this  method have been discovered to 
5David Krech and Richard Crutchfield,  op2_cit .  
6L. E.  Turstone and E.  J .  Chave,  The Measurement of 
Att i tudes (Chicago:  Universi ty of Chicago Press,  19^9),  P- 218.  
7Ibid.  
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be just  as  val id  as  the more complicated Thurstone-Chave method.  
The s ta tements  on race used for  the scale  for  this  s tudy were 
selected from a  long l is t  of  s ta tements  of  a t t i tudes contr ibuted by two 
c lasses  in  sociology.  The s ta tements  in  the scale  on denominocentr ism 
were chosen f rom statements  secured from members  of  the Church of  
the  Brethren in  the Live Oak,  Sacramento,  Reedley and Modesto 
churches.  
Pretest ing:  The Sacramento and Modesto churches of  the  
Brethren were used for  pretest ing of  the  s ta tements  on race and de­
nominocentr ism.  A class  in  sociology a t  Humphrey 's  Col lege was also 
used in  the pretest ing of  the  race at t i tude scale .  Those i tems which 
showed the highest  correlat ion with the total  scores  were used.  
Twelve i tems were selected for  the race at t i tude scale ,  and eleven 
i tems were used to  make up the denominocentr ism scale .  
The quest ion is  of ten asked,  how can i t  be ver i f ied that  the 
a t t i tude expressed is  the real  at t i tude of  the  person? I t  wil l  have to  
be admit ted that  there  is  no absolute  guarantee that  i t  wil l  be ,  without  
a  fol lowup Interview of  each subject .  Most  t r ior!  ar ise  as  the re .ul t  
of  the  vagueness  of  cer ta in  words and phrases  and the interpretat ion 
persons may give to  the whole s ta tement .  Many of  these i tems were 
e l iminated in  the or iginal  l i s t  of  s ta tements  by pretest ing.  All  i tem.  
®G. Murphy and R. Libert Public Opinion and the 
Individual (Chicago: University of Chicago f 
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that precipitated any apparent confusion or discussion after the ques­
tionnaires were returned were eliminated. 
Closely connected with this, some would say that it is difficult 
to gain accurate answers to questions on "hot" issues. This difficulty 
cannot be entirely eliminated, but two methods were used to keep 
these errors to a minimum. In the first place, every precaution was 
used to keep the study anonymous. The informant was assured that 
he could not be identified as an individual, that all material was con­
fidential, and that the study was not interested in individuals, but in 
general attitudes and their relationship to certain social groupings. 
In the second place, opportunity was provided on each item in the scale 
for an uncommitted position by underlining the "undecided" response. 
Some of the later scales have eliminated the undecided position 
because it is thought to be of little or no value for social research, 
9 and a possibile liable. 
In techniques which permit its use, it tends to be 
the most frequent choice. Without it the^^subject 
must take a stand one way or the other. 
However, in an analysis of the questionnaires returned in 
this study, there was only one item which was marked "undecided 
^R. S. Woodworth, Experimental psychology {New York. 
Henry Holt and Company, 1938. J, 425. 
10T W. Adorno, Else F r e n k e l-Brunswik, Daniel J. ^vinson, 
R. Nevltt, Sanford, The Authoritarian Personality (New or 
and Brothers, 1950.)^ p. £>7.. 
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oftener  than any other  response.  This  was i tem 20 -  "Negroes should 
be completely ass imilated into our  cul ture*" As a  number of  respond­
ents  indicated,  the  word "assimilate"  was not  known to  many of  the 
persons in  the sample.  In  the pretest ing,  an invest igat ion was carr ied 
on of  the respondents  to  determine if  possible  just  how many were us­
ing this  method to  keep from expressing an at t i tude that  was counter  to  
an off ic ia l  pol icy or  an accepted posi t ion.  In  each instance where "un­
decided" was marked,  the interview showed that  the persons express­
ing the indicis ion were def ini te ly  undecided on the s ta tement .  
H.  USE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Source of  Lis ts  of  Names and Addresses;  Names and addresses  
of  the  members  of  the Church of  the Brethren in  the Pacif ic  Coast  Re­
gion were secured from the pastors  of  the  respect ive churches.  This  
was done on a  voluntary basis  in  response to  a  le t ter  of  request .  
Those pastors  who did not  respond within ten days were sent  a  re­
minder .  Several  pastors  who had not  responded were contacted by 
the author  a t  the 1951 Annual  Conference of  the  Church of  the Brethren 
held a t  San Jose.  Of the total  70 act ive churches,  f i f ty-s ix ,  or  80 per  
cent ,  responded.  One pastor  objected to  sending in  the l is t ;  others  
sent  in  their  l i s ts  with some reluctance and with cer ta in  res t r ic t ions.  
The l is ts  are  not  completely accurate .  The le t ter  of  request  
sent  to  the pastors  asked for  a  l is t  of  a l l  the members .  Several  pas­
tors  sent  par t ia l  l i s ts  for  one reason or  another .  No doubt  many of  
the  addresses  of  the  non-resident  members  were inaccu 
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In a  very few cases the l is ts  of members contained more mem­
bers than the number l is ted in the Yearbook.  In some instances i t  is  
known that  some of the names were of f r iends of the church who hap­
pened to be on the mail ing l is t .  In several  churches,  a  further  check 
of these inconsistencies revealed that  there had been addit ions to the 
rol ls  since the official  l is ts  were sent  in to the Regional  Office.  One 
member 's  name appeared on the membership l is t  of two churches;  a  
further  check revealed that  this  person did not  consider  himself  a  
member of e i ther .  
In spi te  of  these l imitat ions,  however,  such inaccuracies pre­
sent  a  small  per  cent  of  the total  l is t ings --  less than two per  cent  of 
the total .  In addit ion,  the number of returned quest ionnaires was so 
large that  the l is ts  were fel t  to be adequate for  this  s tudy.  
TIT. SAMPLING 
A select ive random sample was used for  this  s tudy.  The samp­
ling was done by the regular  interval  method of select ion of every 
tenth name from alphabetical  l is ts  of members from the f if ty-six 
churches.  
This  procedure (sampling by regular  intervals)  has 
been used for  many years,  and from experience has 
proved sat isfactory both  ̂ jom mathematical  and 
pract ical  points  of  view. 
^Pauline Young,  op.  ci t .  ,  p.  336.  
The quest ionnaire  was sent  to  each of  these persons selected,  
a long with a  le t ter  of  explanat ion.  After  two weeks a  reminder  was 
sent  to  a l l  names.  The response to  the reminder  was good.  A care­
ful  check was made to  see which churches were s t i l l  poorly repre­
sented.  The sample l is ts  of  the  churches with less  than a  40 per  cent  
re turn were once again reminded.  An addi t ional  quest ionnaire  was 
a lso sent  with instruct ions that  they were not  to  use i t  i f  they had a l ­
ready f i l led one in .  
Rel iabi l i ty:  A modif ied tes t - re test  method was used to  deter­
mine the val idi ty  of  cer ta in  i tems.  Twelve persons were given a  
much longer  quest ionnaire  than the one f inal ly  used,  containing a l l  of  
the  i tems selected for  the f inal  quest ionnaire  plus  a  number that  were 
la ter  re jected.  The same i tems were then given verbal ly  to  the same 
twelve persons,  together  with any explanat ion where the i tem was de­
clared to be vague or  ambiguous.  Each i tem was scored in the same 
manner .  Any i tem that  showed marked difference (over  one point)  
between the two scorings was ei ther  e l iminated or  reworded with the 
a id  of  the  interview to overcome the difference in  score that  was 
caused by ambigui ty .  
1 2  
Validi ty:  The "measurement  of  known groups" techmque was 
used to  tes t  the val idi ty  of  i tems in the two scales .  Individuals  in  
the Sacramento,  Modesto and Live Oak churches with whom the 
author  was wel l  acquainted were tes ted.  Persons whom the author  
12 David Krech and Richard Crutchfield,  op.  c i t . - ,  p .  263.  
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knew to be extremely prejudiced and denominocentr  ic  were given the 
quest ionnaire  as  wel l  as  those whom the author  knew to be unpre­
judiced and ecumenical  in  their  church views.  Before the quest ion­
naires  were handed out ,  a l l  persons were placed in  a t t i tude categories  
with the help of  another  person in  each congregat ion who was wel l  ac­
quainted with a l l  of  the members .  Each person was placed in  one of  
three categories  - -  l iberal ,  conservat ive,  and middle .  Lis ts  of  
i tems including a l l  those contained in  the f inal  quest ionnaire ,  a long 
with other  i tems that  were la ter  el iminated,  were given to  each per­
son.  The placement  was correct  in  over  90 per  cent  of  the  cases ,  and 
in  no case did the placement  vary more than one category from that  
indicated by the quest ionnaire  response.  Returns  increased rapidly 
in  response to  this  reminder ,  as  shown Ln Figure 5.  
IV.  SAMPLE STUDIED 
The percentage of  re turns  from the f i f ty- three churches was 
qui te  uniform and adequate .  No church had a  return of  less  than 41 
per  cent ,  and only f ive churches had a  return of  over  75 per  cent .  
The average percentage of  re turns  was 54 per  cent .  
As a  general  rule ,  the highest  percentage of  re turns  came 
from the small  churches;  most  churches in  the 40-49 per  cent  cate­
gory are  large churches of  two hundred and over .  
The representat iveness  in  the sample o£ small  churches is  
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of  churches in  the sample having less  than one hundred members  is  
s l ight ly  over  62,  while  the percentage of  churches in  the sample of  
more than one hundred is  95,  
TABLE II .  
SIZE OF CHURCHES REPRESENTED 
IN SAMPLE 
Size of  Number in  Number in  Per  Cent  in  
Church Region Sample Sample 
Less  than 100 29 18 65 
100-199 22 21 95 
200-299 11 10 91 
300 and over  9  9  100 
Distr ibut ion of  Mah and Female in  Sample.  An at tempt  was 
made to  check the representat iveness  of  the  sample by comparing the 
ra t io  of  male  and female in  the re turns  to  that  of  the  sample to  which 
quest ionnaires  was sent .  To do this ,  i t  was necessary to  go through 
the l is ts  and classi fy  al l  persons into male  and female categories  on 
the basis  of  the  given name.  This  is  somewhat  precar ious,  s ince 
many names commonly used as  boy 's  names wil l  be used occasional ly  
for  a  gir l .  Perhaps this  may account  for  par t  of  the  difference be­
tween the ra t io  of  males  and females  in  the sample to  that  of  the  
32 
returns (see Table III). 
A check of thirty-two questionnaires returned since the dead­
line for this study indicates a large proportion of male informants 
among them. Perhaps if the deadline for returns had been later, the 
sample might have been more evenly divided between male and female. 
Since there was no significant difference found in the attitudes 
of male and female in the sample studied, a larger response from the 
males probably would not have altered the findings. 
TABLE IIL 
MALE AND FEMALE IN CHURCH AND IN SAMPLE 
Total Male Female 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Total from 
53 Churches 10, 350 4, 657 45.0 5,692 55.0 
Sample 1, 020 475 46. 5 545 53.4 
Returns 562 218 38. 7 344 61.3 
3 3  
V.  METHOD USED TO DETERMINE SOCIAL CLASS 
There have been many attempts to  discover workable methods 
13 
of  measuring social  c lass .  Probably the most  widely accepted of  
a l l  of  the studies  are those of  Lloyd Warner.  His  latest  book,  SocIal  
14 Class  in America,  was used as  the primary source for the forma* 
i  
lat ion of  a  scale  to be used for this  study in determining social  c lass .  
The author real izes  the possible  inadequacy of  one system that  
has been worked out for one community being applied to the Church of  
the Brethren in the Pacif ic  Coast  Region.  It  would,  po doubt,  be of  
greater value if  an original  study were made of  the status pattern of  
the Church of  the Brethren and then applied to this  study.  However,  
in view of  the amount of  t ime spent by the Lynds,  Warner,  Kauffman 
and the others on this  type of  project ,  such a  study would be a  major 
^^tp q Chnrin Measurement of  Social  Status,  (Minne 
apol is;  Univers' i ty  oTSnnesota Press ,  19Ji);  AlWu ̂  ^ 
Carder and Mary Gardner,  Peep South,  (Chicago:  Un ver.Uy^of  ̂  
Chicago Press ,  1941);  John Dollard,  Caste and^C • Jbrakc and 
Town, (New Haven: Yale University TCfsJ^>yrJJC* Harcourt .  Brace 
Horrace R.  r .avton Black Metropolis ,  (New • a l  S t u d y  
and Company,  1945);  F.  H.  l£auttm_ n»\ ,  ^  dissertat ion,  
of  a  New York Rural  Community,  (Unpubl ished ^  M i d dletown 
Cornel l  University,  19^5);  Robert  Lynd and 
in Transit ion,  (New York: Harcour ,  r  ^  Svstem of a  Modern 
W. Lloyd Warner and Paul  S.  Lund,  The St  J ̂ a v e n :  Vale Uni-
Community,  Volume II ,  Yankee C l ty  Series ,  (New York: 
versity Press ,  1942);  James West ,  FlmimlU. U- 5 .  A. .  
Columbia University Press ,  1945) .  
Lloyd Warner,  Marcia Meeker and M e a s u r e m e n t  
Social  Class  in America,  A Manual of  Proce a Innate a-.  
of  Social  Research Asso 
project in itself. Thus, it became necessary to borrow or adapt an 
already carefully tested system from one of the specialists for this 
study. 
On the basis of a number of careful studies, Warner sets out 
six characteristics by which social class can be determined: Occu­
pation, amount of income, source of income, education, house type 
15 and dwelling area. While studying the status structure of Jonesville, 
he found that education and amount of income were unnecessary when 
j 
the other four characteristics were used. 
In this study, however, only one of the four items used by 
Warner at Jonesville could be easily ascertained. It was impossible 
to get usable knowledge as to type of house and dwelling area on such 
a widely scattered group. Further, as found in the pretesting, it was 
impossible to get persons to reveal the source of their income. Since 
only one item of the four that Warner found most valuable could be 
used (occupation), the two items that Warner dropped were included 
for this study. 
The justification for their inclusion comes from Mr. Warner 
himself. "In certain cases, they (referring to education and amount 
of income) may prove to be very useful. In one study now underway, 
it has been found easier to get this information than those on dwelling. 
15Ibid., pp. 143-154 
Ibid., p. 141 
3S 
17 
In other studies, including Kauffman's , these two items 
were found to be the ones of greatest value. Cantril, in attempting to 
work out methods for stratification, found occupation, education and 
18 income to be the most valuable, Cuber lists income, education and 
19 
occupation as as the important items in the analysis of social class. 
Warner's classification of income, education and occupation 
20 
is based on a seven-point scale. For occupation, his revised scale, 
with minor variations, was used. Since such a large proportion of the 
church population are farmers, it was necessary to make additional 
classifications in Warner's scales (Table IV). 
17 
H. F. Kauffman, op. cit. 
18 
Hadlev Cantril, Gauging Public Opinion, (Princeton 
University Press, 1944). 
TQ ** 
John F. Cuber, Sociology, /New York: D. Appleton-
Century Company, Inc., 1947). 
2°W. Lloyd Warner, Social Class in America, Table 7, pp. 
140-141. 
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TABLE IV.  
SCALE FOR RATING OCCUPATIONS USED IN THIS STUDY 
SCALE VALUE: 
Professional 
1.  Doctors,  dentists,  engineers,  high-school superintendents,  
graduate ministers,  graduate chemists,  architects.  
2.  High-school teachers,  graduate nurses,  chiropractors,  under­
takers,  graduate l ibrarians,  newspaper editors.  
3.  Soc ia l  workers ,  e lementary  teachers ,  optometr is ts ,  l ibrar ians ,  
untrained minis ters .  
Proprietors and Managers 
1„ Business valued at $75,000.00 and over.  
2.  Businesses valued at $20, 000 -  75,000. 
3.  Businesses valued at $5,  000 -  20,000. 
4.  Businesses valued at $2,  000 -  5,  000. 
5.  Businesses valued at less than $2, 000. 
Business  
2.  Ass i s tant  and department  managers  of  large  bus iness  
3 .  Al l  minor  of f ic ia l s  of  bus inesses .  
Cler ica l  and Kindred Workers 
1. Cert i f ied  public accountants  
2 .  Accountants ,  rea l -es tate  sa lesmen,  postmaster  
, .  r l , T k s  execut ive  secretar ies .  
3 .  Auto  sa lesmen,  bank c lerks ,  posta  
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(TABLE IV., continued) 
4. Stenographers, bookkeepers, ticket agents, sales people in dry 
goods store, rural mail clerks, etc. 




4. Factory foremen, electricians, plumbers, carpenters that own 
business, watchmakers, highly skilled. 
5. Carpenters, plumbers, electricians, timekeepers, linemen, radio 
repairmen, medium-skilled, 
6. Semi-skilled workers. 
7. Heavy labor, migrant labor, miners. 
Protective and Service Workers 
4. Dry cleaners, butchers, sheriffs, railroad engineers and 
conductors. 
5. Barbers, firemen, practical nurses, seamstresses. 
6. Baggagemen, night watchmen, taxi-drivers, truck-drivers, 
gas-station attendants, waitresses. 
7. Janitors, scrubwomen, etc. 
Farmers 
2. Large farm owners. 
3. Farm owners --less than 50 acres, but more than 20. 
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(TABLE IV. ,  cont inued)  
4 .  Farm owners  - -  less  than 20 acres ,  tenant  farmers  of  more than 
80 acres .  
5 .  Tenant  farmers  of  20 -  80 acres .  
6 .  Tenant  farmers  of  less  than 20 acres .  
7 .  Migrant  farm laborers .  
Educat ion.  The classif icat ion used for  educat ion was 
based on the same method that  Warner  developed for  Jonesvi l le ,  with 
adjustment  to  a l low for  greater  discr iminat ion a t  the col lege level  and 
2 1 
less  at  the lower grades.  This  was necessary because of  the  differ­
ence in  the educat ional  level  between Jonesvi l le  and the Church of  the 
Brethren in the Pacif ic  Coast  Region.  In  Warner 's  s tudy there  was no 
dis t inct ion made a t  the col lege level  because the number of  those who 
had gone to  col lege for  any t ime at  a l l  was so small .  Warner  himself  
suggests  that  for  the same type of  c lass i f icat ion to  be used on most  
areas ,  there  would have to  be some dis t inct ion made a t  the col lege 
22 
level .  
ibid,  p .  155.  
22 
Loc.  Ci t .  
TABLE V. 
STATUS SCALE FOR EDUCATION 
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1. College graduate training. 
2. College 3-4 years. 
3. College 1-2 years. 
4. High School 3-4 years. 
5. High School 1-2 years. 
6. Elementary 5-8 years. 
7. Elementary 1-4 years. 
Income. ' Because of the rapid rise in wage scale since 
Mr. Warner made his study, the categories that he used for income 
status were doubled. 
TABLE VI. 
STATUS SCALE FOR AMOUNT OF INCOME 
1. $6, 000 and over. 
2. $5, 000 - 5, 999. 
3. $4,000 - 4,999. 
4. $3, 000 - 3, 999. 
5. $2, 000 - 2, 999. 
6. $1, 500 - 1,999. 
7. Less than $1, 500. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
I.  FINDINGS ON RACE ATTITUDES 
Each i tem in the at t i tude scale was scored on a  f ive-point  
scale of one to f ive.  If  the i tem as stated represented prejudice or  
denominocentr ism, the scoring for  the i tems ranged in order from 
five for  "strongly agree" to one for  "strongly disagree" (I tems 1,  3,  
4 ,  5,  7,  8 ,  % 10,  11,  14,  15,  16,  17* 18).  If  the s tatement in the at­
t i tude scale represented lack of prejudice or  a  more "ecumenical"  at­
t i tude toward the church (I tems 2,  6,  12,  13,  19» 20,  21,  22),  they 
were scored in the opposite  order,  one for  "strongly agree" and five 
for  "strongly disagree.  "  
General  Findings.  I t  was fel t  inadvisable to do a  complete 
analysis  of each i tem in the at t i tude scale for  this  s tudy.  A quick 
glance at  Table VII,  however,  wil l  show that  there are certain marked 
differences in the mean score of various i tems in the scale - -  1.68 for  
I tem 6 ("There are no mental ly superior  or  inferior  races.")  to 3.23 
for  I tem 22 ("Any person should have the r ight  to marry whomever he 
chooses i rrespective of race,  color  or  creed.") .  This  is  a  variat ion 
in the mean score of 1 .55.  
A close examination of the i tems wil l  indicate a  defini te  pat tern.  
There is  a  steady progression in average scores as the distance in 
social  issues becomes closer  and more int imate to the person ques­
t ioned.  As the social  distance is  narrowed,  the amount of  prejudice 
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in  the total  group. increases .  I tems that  had to  do with cer ta in  at t i tudes 
concerning inate  qual i t ies  such as  I tem 6,  showed a  very low score.  
The increase is  progressive except  for  the i tem on Jews control l ing 
the weal th  of  the  world as  the re la t ionships  become closer  in  proximity 
and personal  re la t ionships ,  with the i tem on intermarr iage showing the 
highest  mean score.  The score for  this  las t  i tem might  even have been 
higher  if  a  way could have been discovered to  include in  the evaluat ion 
such remarks concerning I tem 22 ("Any person should have the r ight  
to  marry whomever  he chooses  i r respect ive of  race,  color  or  creed" 
and "They have the r ight ,  but  ought  to  be warned that  i t  might  be dis­
astrous") ,  which appeared on a t  least  one-third of  the  quest ionnaires  
of  those who agreed with the s ta tement .  
The findings cited above give further support to a thesis of 
Myrdal and Bogardus that the closer the social relationship, the more 
prejudice involved in  the scale  i tem is  shown.  
Myrdal  l i s ts  the order  of  re la t ionships  that  brought  the highest  
degree of reaction in the following order: 
1.  Sex and intermarriage. This  a lso included a l l  male-female 
relat ionships  or  s i tuat ions that  might  lead to  intermarr iage.  
2 .  Residential segregat ion.  
3 .  Employment 
4.  Institutional segregation. 
"There seems to be less  discr iminat ion and segre­
gat ion where relat ionships  are  less  personal  and 
reauire  less  manifestat ion of  physical  proximity 
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and personal relationships," 
Bogardus,  in studying social  distance between races and ethnic 
categories,  discovered a similar pattern:  
1,  Would marry,  
2.  Would have as friends.  
J .  Would work beside,  
4.  Would have several  families in my neighborhood 
5.  Would have merely as speaking acquaintances.  
6.  Would have l ive outside my neighborhood. 
7.  Would have l ive outside my country.  
This,  too,  represents a  progression from the relationships 
that  are less personal to those that  are more personal.  
This al l  seems to f i t  into a pattern with the correlations ex­
plained later in this chapter.  Those persons who because of occu­
pation,  income, and class posit ion are forced to l ive in close relation­
ship and often in competit ion with the minority groups for jobs,  housing, 
social  posit ion,  are the ones that  scored highest  on the race prejudice 
scale.  
G u n n a r  Myrdal,  An AmericanDilemma, (New York: 
Harper and Brothers,  1944) Vol.  1,  t>hap. 2y.  
2E S.  Bogardus,  "A Social Distance Scale,  "  
S o c i o l o g y  and Social  Research,  17:265-271, Jan.  1933. 
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TABLE VII. 
ORDER OF RANK ON THE BASIS OF MEAN SCORE 
OF ALL ITEMS ON RACE ATTITUDE SCALE 
ITEM MEAN RANK 
6. There are no mentally superior or inferior 
races. 1.68 1 
3. Negroes are lazy. 2.25 2 
16. If we but wait patiently, most of the problems 
of race will take care of themselves. 2.50 3 
13. The Government should pass a "fair employ­
ment practice" law. (FEPC), 2 .61 4 
18. J e w s  control the wealth of the world. 2.65 5 
19. The Church of the Brethren ought to establish 
interracial churches. 2.67 6 
4. God made the races of the earth separate and 
wills that they remain that way. 2.85 7 
20. Negroes should be completely assimilated 
into our culture. 2,89 8 
1. Negroes should have their rights, but it is 
best to keep them in their own districts. 2.85 9 
10. Filipinos have certain rights, but they are 
going too far when they go out with white women. 3.12 10 
7. Marriage between races leads to inferior off­
spring. 3.13 11 
22 Any person should have the right to marry 
whomever he chooses, irrespective of race, 
color, or creed. 3.23 12 
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I 
II. RELATIONSHIP OF RACE ATTITUDES 
TO SOCIAL CATEGORIES 
The attitude scores were discovered for each individual on all 
items in the race attitude and denominocentrism scales by adding the 
person's score on each item. These race attitude scores were divid­
ed into five categories of an equal interval of seven points. These 
attitude categories were then sorted into different social categories 
described in Chapter I. The coefficient of correlation was figured by 
the use of the "product-moment" method for each category to discover 
those which showed the most significant correlation. 
Race Attitudes and Social Class. Of all the categories used 
(age, sex, size of city, education, class, income, occupation), the 
most significant relationship was discovered between race attitudes 
3 
and social class -- .5978. This is to the significant level. 
Pauline Young, op. cit. , p, 362. 
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TABLE Vffi .  
CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CLASS WITH RACE ATTITUDES 
Social  Class  
12-19 
Individual  Race Att i tude Score 
20-27 28-35 36-43 
• mn • i*  6=5 
44  and 
over  
Upper  3  10 2 
Upper-Middle  21 63 34:  9  4  
Lower-Middle  2 41 111 43 5  
Upper  -L owe r  1  7 43 84 14 
Lower-Lower 2 4  12 11 
Total  27 123 194 148 34 
Coeff ic ient  of  
Correlat ion r  *  .60 
As shown in the table  above,  whenever  social  c lass  s ta tus  for  
the whole group increases ,  the average race at t i tude score decreases .  
In  other  words,  the upper  c lass  as  a  group is  more l iberal  in  i ts  
a t t i tudes toward people  of  o ther  races  than are  the lower c lasses .  
Race Att i tudes and Age.  As indicated above whenever  age in­
creases ,  score  on race at t i tude scale  increases .  In  other  words,  as  
a  group the younger  people  are  more l iberal  in  their  race at t i tude 
than the older  people .  
The second most  s ignif icant  correlat ion was bound by relat ing 
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race attitudes to age.  While the coefficient of correlation is  not so 
high as that between race attitudes and social  class,  it  was .4345, 
4 
which, according to Pauline Young, is  to the significant level.  
TABLE IX. 
CORRELATION OF AGE WITH RACE ATTITUDES 
Race Attitude Scores 
Total 12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over 
10-14 14 6 3 5 
15-19 50 2 15 23 8 2 
20-24 41 4 17 12 6 2 
25-29 51 11 15 19 6 
30-34 57 3 18 22 13 1 
35-44 122 3 33 46 32 8 
45-54 82 2 18 28 30 4 
55-64 72 1 5 29 30 7 
65-74 42 3 12 23 4 
75 and 
Ove r 22 4 12 6 
Total 553 26 130 198 165 34 
Coefficient of 
Correlation r * .  43 
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Race Attitudes and Occupation. Occupation was used as one of 
the factors to determine social class. However, a correlation was 
figured on it as a separate item. There was a coefficient of correla­
tion of .50 between different statuses of occupations and race attitudes. 
Those persons engaged in occupations with the highest status showed 
less prejudice; they were more liberal in their attitudes toward per­
sons of other races. 
TABLE X. 
CORRELATION OF OCCUPATIONAL STATUS TO RACE ATTITUDES 
Race Attitude Scores 
Occupation Total 12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over 
Professional 89 10 47 23 7 2 
Farmer 133 7 22 56 41 7 
Business 26 2 9 11 3 1 
Clerical 64 2 12 26 18 
6 
Semi- skilled 
and Operative 67 1 12 25 25 
4 




etc. 48 8 19 
17 4 
Total 488 24 124 185 
130 25 
Coefficient of 
Correlation r » • 50 
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Income and Race Att i tudes,  The coeff ic ient  of  correlat ion with 
income as  a  separate  i tem was not  s ignif icant  ( .2128) .  
TABLE XI.  
CORRELATION OF INCOME TO RACE ATTITUDES 
Income Total  12-19 
Race Att i tude 
20-27 28-35 
Scores  
36-43 44 and ove r 
Less than 
$1500 20 — 5 9 6  
$1,  500-1,  999 27 I  8  15 3 
$2,000-2,999 59 11 27 19 2 
$3,  000-3,  999 95 1  26 38 28 2 
$4,000-4,  999 92 10 30 31 .  19 
2 
$5,  000-5, ,999 71 6  18 28 15 
4 
$6,  000 and over  57 6 21 20 9 
1 
Total  421 23 107 157 
114 20 
Coeff ic ient  of  
Correlat ion r  * .21 
Educat ion and Race Att i tudes.  There was a  s ignif icant  
eff ic ient  of  correlat ion between educat ion and race at t i tud (  
These in  the group who have more educat ion tend to  have le  P 
dice;  they are  more l iberal  in  their  a t t i tudes toward minori ty  groups.  
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TABLE XIL 
CORRELATION OF EDUCATION AND RACE ATTITUDES 
Educat ion 
No,  of  yrs .  Tota l  12-19 
Race At t i tude  Scores  
20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and ove r  
0-4  26 - - 2 17 7  
5-8  46 - - 1 16 21 8  
9-10 45 1  7  14 21 2  
11-12 v  185 6  34 79 55 11 
13-14 124 3  35 60 22 4  
15-16 68 13 28 20 7  
1  7  and over  35  6  24 3  2  




Socia l  Class  and Age Groupings  and Race At t i tudes .  The age  
groupings  were  combined in to  larger  ca tegor ies :  young people ,  10-24;  
young adul ts ,  25-34;  home bui lders .  35-54;  and older  members ,  a l l  of  
those  55 and over .  These  age  groupings  were  then divided in to  three  
.  middle  and lower ,  thus  giving the  poss ib i l i ty  of  
socia l  c lasses :  upper ,  miaaie  
. C2„ce there were no young people in the lower twelve categories, Since me 
e ieven categor ies .  This  lack of  young people  
c lass ,  there  were  only  e leven 6  
and the  large  number  of  o lder  persons  in  
in  the  lower  ca tegor ies  ana  
_ - s t s  socia l  mobi l i ty .  This  would  be  an  
those  ca tegor ies  suggests  
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interest ing topic  for further invest igation.  Each grouping was sorted 
into race att i tude categories ,  the same as  those that  have been used 
in the previous tables .  The mean was f igured for each category.  
As shown in Table XIII ,  there is  a  variat ion in the means be­
tween the Young Adult-Upper c lass  and the Older People-Lower class  
of  16.88,  or an average of  1 .50 points  per i tem in the entire att i tude 
scale .  As wil l  be shown later,  the rank order of  these groupings is  
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Other I tems and Race Att i tudes.  A number of other  i tems 
such as sex,  s ize of c i ty,  income and length of membership in the 
church,  were al l  correlated to race at t i tudes.  There were no signif i­
cant  relat ionships among any of these i tems.  
Factors and Persons Listed by Members as  Influencing Their  
Att i tudes on Race and Race Att i tudes.  I t  is  quest ionable whether more 
than a  very few persons actual ly know the source of their  prejudices;  
the persons and factors  that  influenced their  at t i tudes.  However,  the 
factors  and persons l is ted in the quest ionnaire were tabulated and the 
mean score for  each set  of factors  and persons l is ted was f igured.  
Those l is t ing their  community as  an influence were mostly 
those who had quite recently l ived among the Negroes in the South and 
thus had a  somewhat higher score than those l is t ing other  influences.  
Those l is t ing books as  a  source of race at t i tudes showed the lowest  
mean score except  those i tems where there were just  a  few l is t ing i t  
as  a  factor .  The second set  of persons and factors  that  were associ­
ated with low score was college and school  teachers.  The two factors  
associated with the highest  race at t i tude score and thus the most  pre­
judiced were pastors  and the Bible.  "What this  means for  the Church 
of the Brethren is  a  matter  of interpretat ion.  I t  could hardly mean 
that  we ought  to urge the members not  to read the Bible and quit  l is­
tening to their  pastors .  
5 3  
TABLE XIV. 
FACTORS AND PERSONS LISTED BY MEMBERS AS INFLUENCING 
THEIR ATTITUDES ON RACE AND RACE ATTITUDE SCORES 
Race Attitude Scores 
Factor or Total 12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 Mean Rank 
Pers on 
C Lvilian 
Public Service 3 1 1 1 — 23. 5 1 
Books 12 7 5 24. 3 2 
College and 
School Teachers 52 8 23 17 3 1 26. 3 3 
Sunday School 
Teachers 7 3 4 27.9 4 
Church 59 10 17 24 6 2 28.4 5 
Associations 121 16 36 39 23 7 28. 5 6 
Parents 
\. 
79 1 26 29 11 4 29. 1 7 
Community 15 - - 7 7 1 - - 29.4 8 
Pastor 21 5 10 5 9 31. 2 9 
B ible 40 2 9 18 11 31. 5 10 
O the r s 4 3 1 29. 5 
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I I I .  FINDINGS ON DENOMINOCENTRISM 
General  Findings.  The individual  i tems in the denominocentr ism 
scale  do not  present  so clear  a  pat tern of  re la t ionships  as  do those on 
race at t i tudes.  I t  i s  apparent ,  however ,  that  the Brethren are  qui te  
eager  to  expand the bounds and inf luence of  the church as  indicated in  
i tems 5,  12 and ZI ,  but  are  qui te  zealous to  maintain a  unique posi t ion,  
i tems 8,  9 ,  11.  The las t  set  of  i tems are  those which tend to  denom­
inocentr ism or  sect ism,  and sets  the church off  f rom the more ecu­
menical  churches.  Whether  the program of the church can be expand­
ed while  a  large par t  of  the  membership cl ing to  sect  bel iefs  and 
pract ices ,  is  a  problem for  the church leaders  to  interpret  and work 
out .  
TABLE XV. 5 5  
ORDER OF RANK OF ALL ITEMS IN DENOMINOCENTRISM SCALE 
Item Mean Rank 
20. The Church of the Brethren should try to serve the 
religious needs of new communities even though 
there are very few, if any, Brethren in those 
communities 2.01 1 
12. The Church of the Brethren ought to participate 
to a larger degree than it now does in interde­
nominational organizations and functions 2. 41 2 
17. The Church of the Brethren ought to be more 
severe in disciplining those who violate church 
beliefs and practices 2. 55 3 
19. The Church of the Brethren ought to establish 
"interracial churches 2. 67 4 
5. I would rather drive 20 miles to a Church 
of a Brethren, if necessary, than to attend 
another denomination in my home town 2. 74 5 
2. Brethren tend to be cliquish 2. 78 6 
14. The Church of the Brethren is becoming too 
much like other churches 2. 91 7 
11. The Church of the Brethren should insist on 
trine-immersion as a prerequisite for 
membership 3.02 8 
15. Brethren people are becoming so involved in social 
activities that they are losing their interest in the 
program of the Church of the Brethren 3. 09 9 
9. The Church of the Brethren is more nearly follow­
ing the teachings of Jesus than any other church 3. 09 10 
8. The Church of the Brethren ought to spend more 
time stressing its special beliefs and practices 3. 16 
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IV.  RELATIONSHIP OF DENOMINOCENTRISM 
TO SOCIAL CATEGORIES 
Scores  on the denominocentr ism scale  were divided into f ive 
categories  of  equal  seven-part  intervals .  These at t i tude categories  
were,  in  turn,  sor ted into different  social  categories  set  up in  Chap­
i ter  I .  The coeff ic ient  of  correlat ion was f igured for  the re la t ionship 
of  denominocentr  ism to each category to  discover  the category or  
categories  having the highest  correlat ion.  
Social  Class  and Denominocentr  i sm.  While  the category of  
social  c lass  was the most  s ignif icant  in  re la t ionship to  race at t i tudes,  
i t  was not  the most  s ignif icant  in  re la t ionship to  denominocentr ism,  
the coeff ic ient  of  correlat ion being .  19.  There was no s ignif icant  cor­
relat ion of  denominocentr ism with any of  the i tems that  were used to  
determine social  c lass ,  except  educat ion.  
TABLE XVI.  
CORRELATION OF SOCIAL CLASS AND DENOMINOCENTRISM 
Social  Class  T otal  12-19 
Denominocentr ism Score 
20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over  
Upper  15 1  12 2 
Upper  Middle  144 2 64 22 47 9 
Lower Middle  218 4  74 114 23 3  
Upper  Lower 146 27 76 36 7 
Lower Lower 25 5  12 5 3  
Total  548 7  182 226 111 
22 
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TABLE XVII.  
CORRELATION OF INCOME AND DENOMINOCENTRISM 
Income Total  12-19 
Denominocentrism Score 
20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over 
Less than 
$1,  500 23 1 9 8 4 1 
1,  500-1,  999 18 1 3 10 3 1 
2,  000-2,  999 49 1 16 21 12 
3,  000-3,  999 83 1 18 47 16 1 
4,  000-4,  999 82 17 28 34 2 
5,  000-5,  999 71 16 17 37 1 
6,  000 and 
over 55 1 7 22 24 1 
Total  380 6 86 152 130 7 
Coefficient of 





CORRELATION OF OCCUPATION AND DENOMINOCENTRISM 
Denominocentrism Scores 
Occupation Total 12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over 
Profess ional 88 2 46 31 9 
Farmer 128 1 39 50 32 6 
Business 26 1 10 8 7 
Clerical 74 1 29 33 11 - -
Skilled 56 23 23 10 
Semi-Skilled 
Operative 71 1 23 28 17 2 
Laborers 
Service Workers 102 
21 49 30 2 




 « II 
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Education and Denominocentnsm. There is a significant 
correlation between education and denominocentrism. Those persons 
with the most education are the most liberal in their views of their 
church. In other words, they are less denominocentric. 
TABLE XIX. 
CORRELATION OF EDUCATION AND DENOMINOCENTRISM 
Years of 
education Total 12-19 
Denominocentrism Score 
20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over 
1-4 10 — 1 2 2 5 
5-8 58 1 4 31 18 4 
8-10 50 15 19 16 
11-12 176 1 55 83 32 5 
13-14 114 1 48 59 5 1 
15-16 68 2 35 26 5 
17 and over 36 1 26 7 1 1 
Total 482 6 184 227 49 16 
Coefficient of 
Correlation r a . 6 0  
•• < 1 
Age and Denominocentrism. The m ost significant relationship 
that was found existed between age and denominocentrism (. 85). The 
older the group, the higher the score received on the denominocentrism 
scale. The mean score for those over sixty-five is 35.9, while the 
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mean score for those under twenty-five is 28,7, a difference of 7,2, 
Whether this change of the younger persons who are more liberal and 
ecumenical than their elders will condition the future of the Church of 
the Brethren in the future as these young people assume positions of 
leadership, or whether this is merely indicative of what happens as 
people grow older, is a matter for further study. 
It may also suggest that as the young people grow older, the 
more liberal or less denominocentric gradually withdraw from the 
church, 
TABLE XX. 
CORF.ELATION OF AGE AND DENOMINOCENTRlSM 
Denominocentrism Score 
Age Total 12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and ovei 
10-14 1 13 
11 2 - -
15-19 56 1 23 25 7 
20-24 39 17 19 3 
25-29 52 1 26 23 1 1 
30-34 88 1 36 40 11 
35-44 88 3 34 43 4 
4 
45-54 83 26 27 28 
2 
55-64 68 1 11 36 18 
2 
65-74 49 6 28 14 
1 
75 and over 20 _ • 1 9 9 
2 
Total 556 7 180 261 97 
11 
Coefficient of 
Correlation r = .85 
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Other Categories and Denominocentrism. Some research 
was done in relating other items such as method by which members 
joined the church, how many parents were members, etc. to denom-
inocentrism. The only significant category to be found in this area of 
study was in relating length of membership to deoominocentrism; a co 
efficient of correlation of . 23 was discovered, which is a low corre­
lation. 
TABLE XXI. 
CORRELATION OF LENGTH OF MEMBERSHIP 
TO DENOMINOCENTRISM 
Length of Denominocentrism Score 
Membership 
No. of Yrs. Total 12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and over 
0-4 99 1 41 50 7 
10-19 107 2 34 55 15 1 
20-29 69 1 33 26 8 1 
30-39 115 2 42 55 12 4 
40-49 94 20 34 38 2 
50 and over 54 8 31 13 2 
Total 538 6 178 251 93 10 
Coefficient of 
Correlation r = . 24 
A£ e-Social Class Categories and Denominocentr ism. The 
same procedure was followed as in the section on racer the total 
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membership was divided into twelve groupings based on c lass  and age;  
then these were divided into categories  according to  scores  on de-
nominocentr ism scale .  The difference in  mean score on a l l  i tems 
was 25.8 for  young adul t -upper  c lass ,  and 37.  5  for  older  people  in  
the lower c lass :  a  difference of  1  L.  7  or  an average of  1 ,06 per  i tem.  
I t  wi l l  be  not iced that  the rank order  of  the  groupings for  
race at t i tudes and denominocentr ism are  the same,  except  in  one 
case,  even though there  is  a  s l ight  difference in  mean.  In  other  
words,  the persons who are  prejudiced tend also to  be denominocen-
t r id;  the more l iberal  a  person is  concerning persons of  o ther  e thnic  
groups,  the more l iable  he is  to  be ecumenical .  The person who is  
prejudiced agaiust the  out-ethnic-group tends to  be the one who is  in­
terested in keeping the Church of  the Brethren exclusive and r igid in  





















































































































































































































































































































Race Att i tudes and Denominocentr ism.  The scores  of  the 
members  on the race at t i tude scale  were related to  the scores  of  the 
denomino.centr ism scale .  The coeff ic ient  of  these two i tems was .  60,  
which is  s ignif icant .  Further  invest igat ion needs to  be carr ied on to  
discover  i f  there  is .  a  relat ionship of  a l l  a t t i tudes.  Are persons who 
are  " l iberal"  in  one set  of  a t t i tudes,  " l iberal"  in  other  areas? 
TABLE XXIII .  
CORRELATION OF RACE ATTITUDES AND DENOMINOCENTRISM 
Scores  on 
denominocen-  Race Att i tude Scale  
t r ism scale  Total  12-19 20-27 28-35 36-43 44 and 
0-19 7 3  2 2 
20-27 200 21 66 87 17 9 
28-35 186 2 34 75 61 14 
36-43 103 4 19 31 42 7  
44 and over  29 - — 3 7 14 5 
Total  525 27 125 202 136 35 
Coeff ic ient  of  
Correlat ion T m .60 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
L SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
There is  a  relat ionship between at t i tudes on race and denom-
inocentr ism and cer ta in  social  groupings.  In  other  words,  people  
with cer ta in  s imilar  social  character is t ics  within the Church of  the 
Brethren tend to  have s imilar  social  a t t i tudes.  Thus,  the hypothesis  
with which this  s tudy began is  substant ia ted.  
Groupings for  the two i tems studied,  however ,  were not  s ig­
nif icant  in  each ease to  the same degree.  The social  groupings that  
showed the highest  correlat ion for  race at t i tudes were social  c lass  and 
age.  On the other  hand,  denominocentr ism showed l i t t le  correlat ion 
( .  23)  to  social  c lass .  Age and educat ion were the most  s ignif icant  i -
tems in re la t ionship to  denominocentr ism.  
There were two categories  that  showed a  s ignif icant  re la t ion­
ship to  both sets  of  a t t i tudes:  age and educat ion.  The third most  s ig­
nif icant  for  both scales  was social  c lass .  In other  words,  the young 
people  and young adul ts  with high educat ional  s ta tus  tend to  be the 
least  prejudiced and denominocentr ic .  The older  people  of  low edu­
cat ional  s ta tus  tended to  be the most  prejudiced and denominocentr ic .  
When age and social  c lass  were taken together ,  there  was 
the same rank order  of  categories  for  denominocentr ism as  there  was 
for  race at t i tudes.  Further  invest igat ion needs to  be carr ied on to  
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discover whether there is a relationship of these categories to many 
other attitudes. 
II. IMPLICATIONS FOR BRETHREN 
What these findings mean for the Brethren is a question with 
'which this paper is not primarily concerned. However, it ought to pro­
vide the basis for a number of further studies. It also points out to 
leaders where one is liable to find certain types of attitudes; where and 
under what circumstances people will tend to be denominocentric, and 
the sajne for race attitudes. In addition, certain parts of the statistical 
analysis of the Church found in Chapter II will be of help in understand­
ing just what Sre some of the characteristics of the Brethren. These 
findings plus much material that was gathered in the course of the re­
search, but not included in this report, will provide basic material up 
on which church leaders can plan for the future. 
HI. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
No one study ever answers all questions in the field that it 
studies. This study is no exception. There are many limitations to 
this study that have been mentioned from time to time, that must be 
taken into consideration before findings can accurately be used. 
The Sample. In the first place, the sample was taken from 
one region of one denomination. This may not be representative of 
the Church of the Brethren in the United States or of the total population 
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of the Pacific Coast Area. Further studies of different religious and 
non-religious groups, along with similar studies of the Church of the 
Brethren in the other areas of the United States will further validate 
these findings, or they will point out that the group studied was unique, 
and not at all representative of anything except the group studied. 
In the second place, the lists used for sampling might have 
been selective. Those who have become inactive or who have moved 
leaving no forwarding address could not be contacted except in a few 
cases. The sample of "fringe" Brethren is not adequate. Whether a 
more adequate sampling of this group (If a method could have been 
found) would have changed the findings is a hypothetical question for 
discussion, but impossible with the present church set-up to prove 
either pro of con. 
fjjere are no reliable records with which to check the repre 
sentativeness of the returns in the sample, or of the sample itself. 
This study has been the only systematic attempt to arrive at an analy­
sis of the Church of the Brethren in the pacific Coast Region. 
One place at which the sample studied may not have been re­
presentative was in the matter of age. The small number of young 
people in the sample either is biased, or the church has a very pre­
carious future. Perhaps the attitude scale was too difficult for chil­
dren and young people below fifteen years of age. However, those per­
sons of this age group who did fill in the questionnaire did not seem to 
have trouble with it. Two churches withheld the names of members of 
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young persons in their lists, as the result of a misunderstanding. 
The Questionnaire. The author was faced with a tremendous 
practical problem in the formulation of a questionnaire. It was neces­
sary to keep the number of items to a minimum for efficiency's sake 
and to insure adequate returns. It was necessary, therefore, to limit 
the subjects for attitude analysis to two areas. The study would have 
been much more complete and revealing and the social groupings that 
are significant much more clearly defined if a number of areas of social 
attitudes would have been included: economics, politics, peace and war, 
etc, A plan is underway to study these items at a later time. 
Limitations of Methodology. For this study to have been of 
maximum value, a number of basic studies should have been made pre­
vious to this one. .An accurate statistical analysis of the church and the 
characteristics of the membership would have been of great value. This, 
however, was not possible because of limited time and resources. 
Another limitation of this study is related to the use of social 
class, as has already been pointed out in the chapter on methodology. 
The system used for arriving at the characteristics of social class 
should have had a certain finality based upon extensive study of the 
status system in the universe studied. Because of the impossibility of 
such a project at this time, a system was borrowed. Since there was a 
great deal of agreement among the authorities on certain items being 
valid among a great variety of people in a number of different regions, 
these items were used in this study. ^ 
Causal Relationship. It would be of great value if it could be 
* 
said that on the basis of the findings reported that we had found the 
^ Supra, Chapter III 
cause or  the causes  for  race prejudice and denominocentr ism; that  
s ince there  is  a  high correlat ion between educat ion and denominocen-
t r ism,  al l  you have to  do i t  you want  people  to  be less  denominocentr ic  
i s  to  increase their  educat ion,  or  if  you want  them to be more denomino­
centr ic ,  a l l  you have to  do is  keep Brethren young people  f rom at tending 
col lege.  This  would be a  s imple way of  control l ing a t t i tudes.  Unfor­
tunately,  this  i s  not  the case.  The fact  that  two var iables  show a  high 
correlat ion is  no evidence,  per  se ,  that  a  causal  re la t ionship exis ts .  
The coeff ic ient  of  correlat ion shows only the amount  of  associat ion be­
tween two sets  of  phenomena or  two categories .  Whether  there  is  a  
causal  re la t ionship is  a  mat ter  for  interpretat ion and fur ther  s tudy.  
There are  a t  least  three possible  inferences which might  be 
drawn in a  case where two var iables  evidence a  pronounced degree of  
correlat ion:  (1)  one might  be the "cause" of  the other ;  (2)  they both 
might  be re la ted by one or  more "causes;"  and (3)  the correlat ion may 
2 
have occurred by chance.  
Further  s tudy needs to  be carr ied on to  discover  whether  if  
one factor  is  changed,  such as  educat ion,  a  change is  brought  about  in  
the correlated var iable .  This  would necessi ta te  a  s tudy into at t i tude 
changes among Brethren.  
In spi te  of  these l imitat ions,  the f indings presented above are  
s ignif icant  to  those who are  interested in  changing behavior .  The re­
lat ionship of  a t t i tudes to  cer ta in  changeable  condi t ions as  found in  this  
^  Paul ine Young,  op.  ef t . ,  p .  325.  
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study are a  great  deal  more valuable to the church than mere notions or  
guesses.  With increased validat ion of f indings by further  research,  the 
program of the church can be planned with reference to these f indings.  
On numerous occasions in the process of preparing this  re­
port ,  research projects  for  further  study were discovered.  Among 
these are further  s tudies in the f ield of social  class,  especial ly as  i t  is  
related to the Church of the Brethren.  This  ought  to include an origin­
al  study to discover factors  that  can be used to more accurately ascribe 
social  class to the memberships.  
I t  was evident  as  the study was made that  there is  a  great  deal  
of  mobil i ty,  both geographic and social ,  in the Church of the Brethren.  
A study of this  mobil i ty and i ts  affect  on the church should be of great  
help to the church.  
Other at t i tudes in other  f ields ought  to be studied in somewhat 
the same manner.  This  would provide,  in the f i rs t  place,  further  help 
for  those interested in changing at t i tudes.  Such a  study would also dis­
cover what  areas of at t i tudes f i t  together and which do not .  
A study of at t i tudes of certain strategic leaders in the church 
in comparison with those of the average members might  point  out  how 
much distance exists  between leaders and the average church member.  
Many of the above mentioned studies can be accomplished 
with further  use of material  gathered along with material  used in this  
report .  I t  is  necessary for  the church to make the best  use of the re­
sources that  are at  hand,  and the only way i t  can do that  is  to discover 
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CHURCH AND COMMUNITY ANALYSIS 
P A C I F I C  C O A S T  R E G I O N  
C H U R C H  D F  T H E  B R E T H R E N  
C D L L C O C  •  F  T H E  P A C I F I C  
D E P A R T M E N T  D F  B O C I Q U O D T  
Dear Friend: 
Several weeks ago we sent you a questionnaire to be filled in. The 
return so far has been gratifying. If you are one of those who have 
returned yours, we want to thank you. 
Some questionnaires have not yet been returned. This study will be 
of help to our Church only if we have most of the questionnaires 
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